MESP FALL 2014 COURSES:

Arabic:
- MDES 122: Arabic I
- MDES 152: Arabic II
- MDES 222: Arabic III
- MDES 252: Arabic IV
- MDES 333: Colloquial Arabic
  (Levantine Dialect)

Persian:
- MDES 120: Persian I
- MDES 150: Persian II
- MDES 220: Persian III
- MDES 250: Persian IV
- MDES 320: Advanced Persian I

Iranian Studies:
- ARLT 100g: Kings and Heroes, Villains and Saints,
  In Medieval Persian Literature
- MDES 312: Iran in the Middle Ages
- MDES 313: Modern Iran

Middle East Studies
- ECON 342: Economic Development of the Middle East
- HIST 180g: The Middle East
- HIST 384: Popular Culture in the Middle East
- HIST 480: Seminar in Middle East History
- POSC 351: Middle East Politics
- REL 112g: Religions of Ancient Egypt and the Near East